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Jane's Airport Review

Schiphol prepares for 'quantum leap' with
Central Security launch

Key Points
 3 June will mark the first step in delivering faster and more passenger-friendly checkpoint
security
 'We renewed the checkpoint concept completely,' said CCO Maarten de Groof

Frits Njio, Amsterdam

The new Central Security checkpoint at Amsterdam Schiphol will deliver a "quantum leap in
efficiency" when it fully opens on 3 June, Schiphol Group Chief Commercial Officer Maarten de
Groof claimed in an exclusive interview with IHS Jane's .

The new Central Security checkpoint in the non-Schengen area gives Schiphol a 'quantum leap' in
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passenger processing, said Schiphol Group CCO Maarten de Groof. (Schiphol Group)
1636108

"Operational performance is doing well. However, you see the effects of Schiphol's huge
renovation and upgrade project [called] One Access," he explained. "Of these, Central Security in
the non-Schengen area is the most important."

On 3 June, Schiphol is moving "overnight from de-centralised checkpoints to Central Security. And
we will continue working with this project until early 2016".

Schiphol Group regards One Access as a major element of its strategy to improve the airport
experience for all passengers, whether they fall into the transit or origin and destination category.
"It also deals with quality and efficiency for the airlines," de Groof noted. "You do not need to
arrange security at the gate anymore, thanks to Central Security. Here we take a quantum leap in
efficiency."

Servicing security

The first centralised security filter in Departure Hall 1 became operational in October 2014. "It acts
as a pilot [for] how central security at Departure Lounges 2 and 3 will be developed," de Groof
explained. "It's innovative, both in the sense of flow speed functionality, but also for how the
security agents operate. Passenger perceptions are important too - we renewed the checkpoint
concept completely, with a balance between advanced technology and practical, durable designs
with warm and friendly materials."

Central Security was designed to transform the checkpoint process into a more passenger-friendly
experience. (Schiphol Group)
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In particular, the way passengers move through the checkpoint was "reshaped". Instead of the
traditional, linear process, multiple passengers can put carry-on bags on the same conveyor at the
same time. "It is a functional acceleration, without pressure on the filter," de Groof said.

Retail spending slump

As non-Schengen passengers will spend less time at security after 3 June, they should have more
opportunities to browse the commercial and retail outlets at Schiphol.

This is clearly important to de Groof. As one of four members of the management board at
Schiphol Group, he is responsible for a diverse range of functions: retail, food and beverage,
parking, web services, cargo, real estate, airline marketing, and passenger marketing.

"There has been a decline in retail spending per passenger airside at Schiphol in the past two
years," de Groof admitted. "Various aspects caused this. General consumer confidence was low
but this is recovering as the world economy improves. There are other aspects: for example, in
the past few months fewer Russians have used Schiphol because of the geopolitical and financial
situation in the country." This hit Schiphol because Russian travellers tended to outspend other
nationalities.

Scheduled upgrades in Schiphol also did not help. "We performed major renovations in Lounge 2,
our most important area in terms of turnover." Other factors included congestion during peak
periods, which limited the time passengers were prepared to spend on airside retail, and the
impact of e-commerce (having noted an item in one of the airside shops, a passenger could simply
order it instead of making a physical purchase).

Now Schiphol Group is fighting back. "The upgrade and layout at Lounge 2 is underway. We will
have renovated all our lounge areas [Lounges 1, 2, 3, 4] towards the end of this year."
Technological solutions have also been implemented, such as indoor geo-location services,
iBeacons, and Schiphol-specific apps for gate-finding and other functions. "All these factors will
accelerate retail turnover."

Capacity challenges

The fact remains that Schiphol is in danger of becoming a victim of its success, as the airport
experiences strain on terminal capacity during peak hours, as well as limits to airspace capacity.

"To accommodate peaks we created more aircraft stands in preparation for the new Pier A and
terminal, which needs to be accessible by road and by public transport," de Groof explained. "It is
very complex to develop the first step in the Pier A expansion project. We are in preparations
together with all stakeholders, airlines, ground-handlers, air traffic control, public transport
providers, and the relevant governmental bodies."

Plans for Pier A and the new terminal will be finalised in the third or fourth quarter of 2015. Pier A
is being built to the west of Pier B and connected to the south side of the existing terminal at
Schiphol. "The pier itself is the easier part in the project, for the more you approach landside, the
bigger its impact on existing infrastructure," admitted de Groof. "You need to futureproof this
project for the next 10-15 years."

Extra capacity provided by the new infrastructure will be used by KLM and its partners, as the
main stakeholders in the Schiphol Mainport. Intercontinental non-hub carriers and European short-
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haul airlines have a lower priority.

"KLM is our most important airline customer and hub carrier, and together with their Skyteam
partners they handle close to 70% of Schiphol's traffic," said de Groof. "In recent years there has
been growth in the hub segment, driven by KLM. The shared vision agreement between KLM and
Schiphol will lead the development of our Pier A and new terminal."
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